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Abstract. This survey paper presents an up-to-date account of Nonstandard Set Theory (NST). The introduc-

tion presents a brief historical perspective on motivation and the techniques exploited for the realisation of

alternative models for the system, first systematically advanced in Robinson's work. It also elaborates on the

need for an axiomatic foundation for nonstandard analysis as against an ultrapower enlargement of type-

structure or cumulative structure over the systen of real numbers or the system of natural numbers, in particu-

lar. In section 1, a systématisation of the axiomatic foundation for nonstandard analysis is presented. The

axioms of Extension, Transfer, Saturation and the principle of Internality together with their consequences are

discussed. Section 2 presents a systematization of NST as a conservative or nonconservative extension of the

Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice. It elaborates on Nelson's internal set theory in Section

2.1, on Hrbácek's axiomatics in Section 2.2, on Kawai's system, along with Kinoshita's refinements, in sec-

tion 2.3, and on Fletcher's stratified nonstandard set theory in section 2.4. Finally, the paper indicates the

possibility of relating NST to Alternative Set Theory (AST) in so far as the latter is concerned with construct-

ing ultrafilters using various types of automosphisms and endomorphisms. It also notes that introducing some

restricted form of infinitesimal analysis not dependent on the explicit use of the transfer principle, as opposed

to pursuing approaches heavily depending on set-theoretic sophistication, might yield good results.
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§0. Introduction. Though the history of infinitesimals and infinity is long and tortuous,
nonstandard analysis, as a canonical formulation of the method of infinitesimals, is only
about thirty years old. Hence, definitive answers for many of its methodological issues are
yet to be found.

The real number system Ж can be considered as the cornerstone of virtually all of

mathematical enterprises, and of much other scientific knowledge. This is so because it

provides a natural model for the kernel of almost all basic operations of the human mind.

Owing to its great significance, particularly from the point of view of measurement of time

and of linear spaces, a number of studies dealing with the determination of the actual struc-

ture of Ш,, under the banner of different philosophies of mathematics, are on hand.
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A formalist would argue that there are alternative ways to construct the system of real

numbers, i.e., different non-isomorphic models of the same system are possible and that

consistency is the only requirement they need to satisfy. On the other hand, a Platonist and,

more strongly, a Kantian, would champion the view that there is a unique representation of

Ш , asking which of the different competing models represent the true real number system.

Apart from the discovery of different geometries in the early part of the nineteenth century,

which shocked the advocates of the Platonic and Kantian view that the axioms of math-

ematics should be self-evident truths, the discovery of Skolem's construction of unortho-

dox arithmetic (1934), Gödel's incompleteness theorems (1931), and Cohen's remarkable
construction of a model in which Cantor's famous continuum hypothesis was false (1963),
paved the way for the legitimisation of the theory of alternative models for the same math-
ematical system, and of Ш in particular. The classical isomorphism theorem for the system

of real numbers does not hold good in these extended systems. Today, in the wake of model

theory and the theory of formal languages, unlike a hundred years ago when the objects

constituting the subject matter of mathematics (e.g. the objects of physics) were (albeit

irritatingly) supposed to be factually known whether they existed or not, it is generally

accepted that ontological commitments no longer remain important. The same is true of

infinitesimals. The question of material existence of infinitesimals, unlike the case of the

Weierstrassian picture of the (Archimedean) continuum, does not need to be addressed for

the extended (non-Archimedean) continuum. All one is required to demonstrate is that a

proof using infinitesimals (Robinson's theory) is at least in no way weaker than one without

it) Weierstrass's theory). The success of this thesis, systematically advanced in [Robinson

1966] for the first time, led to a proliferation in the development of the nonstandard math-

ematical systems in general, and nonstandard analysis in particular.

In fact, prior to 1960, the concept of infinitesimals remained as one born out of neces-

sity only. Incidentally, all those foundational vindications led to a virtual assault on the

logical foundations of the real line continuum itself. The problem of irrational numbers,

which was altogether abandoned by the Greeks after Pythagoras, who declared it to be

hopeless, got reenvigourated and the inducing force was the newly developing field of

symbolic logic, specially the discovery of the theory of formal languege. In 1960, Abraham

Robinson, exploiting the power of the theory of formal language reinvented the method of

infinitesimals, which he called nonstandard analysis because it used nonstandard models of

analysis.

The basic feature of this process lies in the fact that the sentences about the nonstandard

objects that correspond to standard objects are true (in the nonstandard interpretation) only

if the same sentences are true with reference to the standard objects (in the standard inter-

pretation). That is, we prove results about standard objects by reasoning about nonstandard

objects. What one actually needs to prove a theorem involving only standard objects is to

"embed the standard objects in the nonstandard enlargement." The theorem then is actually

proved with reference to the nonstandard interpretation of its object symbols and relation
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symbols. The principle involved is known as the transfer principle; it says that the same

assertions of the formal language are true in the standard universe as are true in the non-

standard universe. The outcome is a more elegant and shorter proof. The embedding of

algebraic integers in ideals, the construction of complex numbers and the introduction of a

point at infinity in projective geometry are a few such examples.

One may view nonstandard objects as imaginary or ideal elements. The theory of cer-

tain mathematical objects (standard ones) are simplified and made considerably more ex-

pressive by assuming the existence of additional ideal objects: infinitesimals formalising

the concept of being infinitly close, and infinitly large objects formalizing the concept of

being infinitly distant. The basic assumption is that the nonstandard objects are supposed to

posses formally the same properties as do the standard objects.

For a naive example, one can consider ficticious elements, such as phoenixes, as non-

standard objects in the set of all birds having eagles and sparrows among its standard ob-

jects. The clue here is that the phoenixes possess all the properties of the standard birds.

Analogically speaking, the infinitesimals have the same properties as do ordinary number,

yet the fact remains that they also have the property of being positive and smaller than any

arbitrary positive number. Robinson, utilising the expressive power of a formal language,

resolved the aforesaid paradox by constructing a system, containing infinitesimals in addi-

tion to all ordinary real numbers, "identical" with the system, containing only ordinary real

numbers, "in regard to only all those properties expressible in that formal language." The

property of being infinitesimal cannot be so expressed and hence the paradox vanishes.

This fundamental, discovery became the core of further researches in nonstandard analysis.

It is well known that one of the common characteristics of the usual mathematical theory

of nonstandard analysis involves the use of higher-order structures and their enlargements

([Robinson 1966], and its subsequent simplifications). The usual nonstandard analysis is

done in ultrapower enlargement of a type-structure or cumulative superstructure over Ж or

N in particular. An apparent disadvantage of the usual approach is the use of higher-order

nonstandard models containing all entities pertaining to the particular problem under inves-

tigation, i.e. different enlargements are required for different problems. The second advan-

tage in working with higher-order structures is due to the use of cumbersome apparatus of

the type-theoretic language. In general, any such approach presents a difficulty reflected

either in deriving any effective form of transfer principle or in inescapably involving the

appeal to some transfinite principle. The systems of axiomatic nonstandard analysis have

been constructed to remedy these disadvantages. The issue has been treated in two ways:

first for analysis proper; and the second, for a more general framework of set theory, called

axiomatic nonstandard set theory.

1. Axiomatic Nonstandard Analysis. It was G. Kreisel [Kreisel 1966] who initiated the

issue of codifying nonstandard analysis. Kreisel asked:
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(i) Is there a simple formal system (with a recursive, preferably finite list of

rules and axiom schemata) in which the existing practice of nonstandard analysis

can be codified? And if the answer is positive:

(ii) Is this formal system a conservative extension of the current system of analysis

(in which the existing practice of standard analysis has been codified)?

In general, and as Kreisel also pointed out, the answer depends on what formal system

of standard analysis is used, for example, whether or not the axiom of choice is included. In

this regard, it is well known that the usual proof of the existence of nonstandard models

uses the so-called extended completeness theorem, which in turn implies the axiom of choice,

and hence a nonstandard analysis without the axiom of choice or well-ordering will only be

a nonconservative extension of a standard analysis. Here either a conservative or a

nonconservative extension of the existing standard anaysis (of either Ш or Ж or...) is to be

formulated axiomatically. We present here a systematised version of the axiomatic formu-

lations of nonstandard analysis presented in [Keisler 1976], [Kreisel 1966], [Riecan

1986-1987] and others.

Let X be any infinite set and \ttVQC) be the superstructure overX Now, a nonstandard

model of V(X) consists of a superstructure V(X*) and an embedding *: V(X) -* V(X*) satis-

fying the following two axioms:

EXTENSION AXIOM (EA): X is a proper subset ofX*, and S = S* for all SGX.

(For example, Ж * is proper ordered field extension of the complete ordered field Ш, .)

This axiom was first introduced by [Robinson and Zakon 1969].

TRANSFER AXIOM (ТА): A sentence ф inL(V(X)) is true in V(X) if and only if its *-transform

ф* is true in V(S*).

(For example, for Ф1,..., фл G F(l, ), any elementary statement which is true of Ф1,..., фл is

true of their *- transforms ф5(*д),..., ф5(*,и).)

As we have seen, this axiom (for a suitable language) has been the essential aspect of non-

standard analysis.

As a matter of fact, a nonstandard treatment of parts of classical mathematics can be

conducted on the strength of (EA) and (ТА) alone. For example, one of the hurdles may be

introducing internal entities (sets). For this, one starts with the definition that a set in V(X*)

is standard if it is of the form A* for some A E V(X*) and then defines a set to be internal

if and only if it is an element of some standard set. The definition also follows that set A is

hyperfinite (or *-finite) if and only there is an co G Ш * and an internal bijection: A -* {1,2,

..., со}.
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However, to encompass more sophisticated abstractions, particularly for treating topo-

logical and functional analysis, we need to include saturation:

SATURATION AXIOM (SA): Let К be an infinite cardinal. The nonstandard model V(X*) is K-

saturated if whenever | Г | <Kand {Ay} у & Г is a set of internal sets with the finite inter-

section property, then

уег

Equivalently, if A\ 2 A2 2

then

is a countable decreasing chain of nonempty internal sets,

П An * 0 .
n

The latter form of the saturation principle is sometimes called m\-comprehenrsion. The

inclusion of saturation was first emphasised in [Luxemburg 1973]. The three axioms pre-

sented above are the outcome of a long and tortuous evolution.

That a large part of classical mathematics can be treated within this axiomatic system is

seen reflected in the following THEOREM:

THEOREM. There exists a set Ж * and mapping *: V(H, )

Transfer and Saturation axioms.

*) satisfying the Extension,

Of course, the proof of this theorem can be demonstrated by means of an ultrapower

construction. Here, it follows from (EA) and (ТА) that ( Ü, *, +*,'*, <*) is an ordered field
which is a proper extension of the real number field and consequently has non-zero
infinitesimals. Similarly we have Ш * from Ш • This formulation, which helps in clarifying

the concept of internal entities, has played a vital role in clarifying the foundation of non-

standard analysis. For example, as a result of (ТА), we see that either every nonempty

internal subset of A of Ж * contains a least element or that every nonempty internal subset A

of Ж * has an upper bound. The internal sets are well behaved. As a matter of fact, the

degree of ease in introducing internal sets has turned out to be a testing ground for an

approach in nonstandard analysis called finer. The basic underlying principle is the follow-

ing:

INTERNALITY. LetA\",..., An be internal and let ф(Ах,..., An, b) be an elementary statement.

Then the set {b ELA\ j ф(Ах,..., An, b)} is internal.
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Some basic concepts include the following:

(i) The family of internal subsets of A\ contains all the finite subsets of A\ and is closed

under finite unions and complements.

(ii) Using (SA), it follows that every internal set is either finite or uncountable.

(iii) Let A be an internal set. The family of all internal subsets of A is an algebra of

subsets which contains no countable subsets of A. The oalgebra generated by the internal

subsets oiA is called the family oí Borei subsets oí A. This a-algebra is external.

(iv) An important type of internal set is a hyperfinite set. For each hyperfinite integer H

G Ì *, the initial segment {КЕ.Ш*\К<;Н} is internal.

An internal set p G V(3E *) is called hyperfinite if there is an internal bijective mapping

{K G Ш | К <, H} onto p, and the internal cardinality of p is denoted by H. The hyperfinite

sets are known to be a powerful tool. First, all elementary statements which hold for finite

sets also hold for hyperfinite sets; and second, that hyperfinite structures could approximate

infinite structures in a strong way.

Here we would like to point out that various other fields of mathematics have yet to be

brought under the umbrella of nonstandard analysis; for that, additional axioms, i.e., dif-

ferent properties of the nonstandard model, e.g., models satisfying an isomorphism poperty,

etc., would have to be developed.

§2. Nonstandard Set Theory (NST). Robinson [Robinson 1966, Al] not only suggested

that one might use axiomatic set theory rather than type theory for the development of

higher order nonstandard analysis, but also formulated, jointly with E. Zakon [Robinson &

Zakon 1969], a set-theoretical characterisation of enlargements. A variety of constructions

of nonstandard analysis within a set-theoretic environment have appeared ([Grieser 1970],

[Luxemburg 1973], and [Philips 1973], to name a few). Nonstandard axiomatic set theory is

an attempt to generalise nonstandard analysis to encompass the whole of classical math-

ematics. In general, an extension of Zermelo-Frankel set theory with the Axiom of Choice

(ZFC) is known as NST. In the following pages, we propose to present a systematic study

of this approach.

2.1. Nelson's Internal Set Theory (1ST). Nelson [Nelson 1977] has stated that the

axioms of 1ST are the basic properties of internal sets in the usual approach to nonstandard

analysis (provided sufficient saturation has been assumed). Accordingly, in 1ST, internal

sets are simply treated as sets. In addition to the usual primitive binary predicate G of ZFC,
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a new unary primitive predicate standard is added. Thus, Nelson's universe consists of
standard sets and nonstandard but internal sets. The axioms of 1ST are those of ZFC to-
gether with the three listed above. As a consequence, certain sets will be called standard,
although, as we shall see later, all the theorems of conventional mathematics (ZFC) apply
to all sets, nonstandard as well as standard.

A formula of 1ST is called internal in case it does not involve the new predicate stan-
dard (implying that all formulas of ZFC are internal), external otherwise. Hence, x stan-
dard, a new undefined notion, is an external formula and has no meaning in ZFC, for it is
not defined in terms of conventional predicate €E. The axioms of ZFC say nothing about
external predicates. For example, no axiom of ZFC permits the existence of a subset S of Ш
such that

Vn £ S «•» n and n is standard.

A good reason for the success of nonstandard analysis is that a complicated internal notion
in classical analysis (for example, the epsilon-delta definition of continuity) is frequently
equivalent to a simple external notion for standard sets.

NOTATION: VS*X for Vx (x standard) —»
V fmx for Vx(x finite) -*
Vst fin* f o r vst* (x finite) -*
VxEy for Vx(xEy) - •

The three additional axioms are the following:

3stx for 3x (x standard) л
3 f i nx for 3x (x finite) л
3stfinx for 3 s tx(x finite) л

for З х ( х Е у ) Л

TRANSFER AXIOM SCHEMA (T): Vstí!,..., V % (Vstx A(x, t\,..., t/c) -* Vx A(x, ti,...,

where A(x, t\,..., f¿) be an internal formula with x, t\,..., í¿ as the only free variables.
The principle (T) plays the central role in working with nonstandard methods. By suc-

cessive applications of (T), we obtain Ast - A, where A is any internal statement (closed
formula) and Ast, obtained by replacing each occurrence of 3x a n d Vx by 3stx and Vstx
respectively, is called the relativization of A to the standazrd sets. This shows that all theo-
rems of conventional mathematics also hold when relativized to standard sets. In practice,
to prove an internal theorem, it is sufficient to prove its relativization to the standard sets,
which is more convenient than the general case.

In order for the application of (T) to be legitimate, the following two points are to be
observed:

(i) The statement to which (T) is applied must be internal.
(ii) All the parameters (including constants like 0 for empty set or Ж for the set of real

numbers, etc.) appearing in the statement must be standard.
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Every specific (uniquely described) object, like Ш , Ш , the real number л, Ж s , the

Hubert space L2(ü ), etc., of conventional mathematics is a standard set. It remains un-
changed in the new theory 1ST. Hence 1ST is an addition and not a change.

IDEALIZATION (SATURATION) AXIOM SCHEMA (I): V s t fmz 3x Vy E z B(x, y) «-> 3x Vsty B(x, y),

where B(x, y) be an internal formula with x and y as free variables together with possibly

other free variables.

The principle (I) asserts that the relationship described by the formula В is simultane-

ously satisfiable for all standard у if and only if it is simultaneously satisfiable for every

standard finite set.

Now one can prove the following results:

(1) Every element of a set X is standard if and only if X is a standard finite set.

(2) Every infinite set has a nonstandard element. It implies that there exist nonstandard

natural numbers. (T) justifies the claims that 0 is a standard natural number and that finite

induction holds (i.e. if n is a standard natural number, then n + 1 is standard, etc.), but there

does not exist a subset 5 of Ж such that a natural number is in 5 if and only if it is standard.

(3) There exists a finite set F containing all standard sets x.

Clearly F cannot be a standard set, as otherwise F will be a set leading to Russell's

paradox.

(4) If S is any subset of Si which contains all unlimited natural numbers, then the comple-

ment of S is a standard finite set.

STANDARDIZATION AXIOM SCHEMA (S): Vstjc 3 s ty V s tz (z E y ** z E JC л C(z)),

where C(z) is a formula, internal or external, with free variable z and possibly other free

variables The uniqueness of the set у given by (S) is guaranteed by (T), which asserts that

two standard sets are equal if they have the same standard elements.

The Principle (S) provides a substitute for situations where we must use external predi-

cates to which we are not formally entitled. For example, we have

which is correctly read as "the standard subset x whose standard elements are those which

satisfy the predicate C," and not read as "the set of all standard elements in x which satisfy
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C." The principle (S) does not provide a direct criterion for deciding whether or not a non-

standard element of л: is in у.

For example, s{z G Ж | z G n} = Ш , where и is a nonstandard natural number, holds by

(T) because the standard elements in the sets on both the sides of = are the same, though

there are other elements of Ж which are not < n. Similarly, s{z G Ж \ z > n} = 0 though

there are natural numbers z with z a n. It is also significant to note that C(z) with z < n is an

internal formula and hence we can legitimately form the nonstandard set s{z G Ж | z < n},

which is a proper subset of Ж .It may appear objectionable at first sight (considering "non-

standard" as an external notion and n being nonstandard). In fact, since z < n is internal, for

every natural number n (standard or nonstandard), we can form {z G Sí \z<n}.

The principle (S) legitimizes the existence of functions, and hence greatly facilitates the
introduction of propositions.

For any standard sets X and Y, if for all standard JC in X there is a standard y in У such that

A(x, y), where A(x, y) is any formula (internal or external) with free variables x and у to-

gether with possibly other free variables, then there is a standard function у : X -» Y to-

gether, by definition, withA(jc, y (x)) for all standard x inX

This completes the description of 1ST. In [Nelson 1977, Powell's appendix] 1ST has

been formulated as a conservative extension of ZFC, i.e., every internal statement which

can be proved in 1ST can also be proved in ZFC, and uses unlimited idealization. That is, it

is shown that the whole of the usual nonstandard analysis can be done with greater ease

within 1ST. In particular, a real number x is called infinitesimal only in case |JC| ^ e for all

standard e > 0, limited in case \x\ s r for some standard r, and unlimited in case it is not

limited. By (T), the only standard infinitesimal is 0. For any x * 0, there is an integer n such

that nx a 1, where n is unlimited if x is an infinitesimal. Two real numbers x and y are

infinitely close in case JC - y is infinitesimal, denoted by x » y. It follows that every limited

real number JC is infinitely close to a unique standard number, denoted by stc. If JC is not an

infinitesimal, then JC - 1 is limited. By principle (S), one can define any function /at a point

x (in particular a standard function / and a standard point x) to be continuous if (/, JC )

belongs to s{{f, x) E l i x3E | Vy (y «JC -* f(y) -Л*)}-

Now it is clear that a variety of nonstandard constructions can be performed in 1ST.
However, the usual presentations of nonstandard analysis make use of external predicates

to define subsets, which 1ST lacks because it deals with only standard and internal sets.

External sets, for example, monads, galaxies, the set °A, etc., which are common in non-

standard arguments, do not get explicit treatment in 1ST. As Nelson himself has suggested,

external sets can be introduced for the price of working with a model of set theory, whereas

1ST claims to be concerned with aspects of nonstandard analysis which do not involve

model theory. This is unsatisfactory. Further, Nelson claims that 1ST, by virtue of using

unrestricted idealization, achieves the reduction algorithm in a more natural way than that

found in [Robinson 1966], which uses the restricted idealization principle. However, we

see in [Fletcher 1989] that the unrestricted use of idealization conflicts with the wish to

have a full theory of external sets.
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2.2. Hrbácek's Axiomatics for Nonstandard Set Theory. Independently of Nelson's
approach, Hrbácek [1978,1979] presented an axiomatic system (in fact, three such sys-
tems, differing in describing the properties of external sets—some of them are conservative
extensions of ZFC, and others are essentially stronger) for nonstandard set theory. We shall
present here a comprehensive (sufficient for the formalization of nonstandard mathematics)
version of Hrbácek's axiomatics and NZFC (nonstandard Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory).
Alternatively, if ZFC is represented by 2, then the nonstandard extension of 2 may be
denoted by NS(2).

NZFC deals with three sorts of objects: standard sets, internal sets, and external
(noninternal) sets. Accordingly,variables of NZFC range over external sets, the most en-
compassing type. The usual sets (of ZFC) are called standard. However, standard sets may
have nonstandard elements and the extended universe may be further enriched by admitting
noninternal objects. For formalization, in addition to the elementhood predicate E, two
other primitive concepts, namely, the relations (unary) of being standard S(.) and internal
I(.), are introduced. Unless explicitly mentioned, Roman letters are used to denote standard
objects, Greek letters denote internal objects, and boldface Roman letters denote arbitrary
(external) objects. However, because of typographical problems, the distinction between
standard and external object symbols will be understood contextually. That is, S(A) ex-
presses the fact that A is a standard object and У(А) says that A is an internal object.
Analogously, a statement is called standard (internal) if all quantified variables in it range
over standard (internal) objects, and the concepts (relations, operations, constants) are stan-
dard (internal) if defined by standard (internal) statements. Thus, the set of wffs of ZFC is
extended to include two additional wffs, namely S(x) and £l(jt) where x is a variable.

Intuitively, internal objects may be standard or nonstandard (that which is not standard)
while all standard objects are internal. Besides, one may like to extend the universe of
discourse to include collections of internal sets which are not themselves internal (for ex-
ample, the collection of all nonstandard natural numbers is a noninternal set), called
noninternal sets. Thus, external objects are either internal or noninternal. For notation, we
use °A for {x E A | ô(x)}. Now, °A is infinite if A is infinite, °A is an internal finite set, and
nonstandard. The set A - A is external. [Robinson 1966] uses "external" in the sense of
"noninternal" used here. This makes the usual standard concepts correspond to external
concepts, for example, % = °Ш , etc. In fact, the external objects may be visualized as
subsets of the universe of internal objects, sets of such subsets, sets of sets of such subsets,
etc. It is to be noted that noninternal objects cannot belong to internal objects, of course.
Some external sets are already internal. The universe of external sets satisfies ZFC, except
for the full strength of Fraenkel's Axiom Schema of Replacement where care has to be
taken that not every external well ordering is isomorphic to an external ordinal. As a matter
of fact, external infinite ordinals and cardinals are not employed in the development of
nonstandard analysis In order to work in the most encompassing universe of external ob-
jects (sets), note that unlike the internal vs. standard distinction, not every internal concept
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automatically extends to its external counterpart. For example, although every nonempty

internal subset of Ж has a (standard) least element, % = °Ш , the collection of all nonstand-

ard natural numbers, does not have a least element (if % = °Ш then (n - 1) £ % = °Ш ),

which in turn, proves that °M (nonstandard) is noninternal. However, all elementary set-

theoretic relations and operations do agree. Sometimes a superscript § will be used for

denoting external concepts.

Axiomatization of NZFC.

Notation: If ф(У1,...,ул) is a formula of 2 (= ZFC), then Ф is a formula obtained by appropri-

ately replacing all variables of ф by variables of NS(S), ф5 (ф )̂ is obtained from Ф by

replacing all its bound variables by variables ranging over standard (internal) sets.

Axioms:

(А) ф5 is an axiom o/NZFC whenever the sentence ф ¿s an axiom ofZ.

(Bl) (Vx) 3(x). Equivalenti^ Vstx -* l(x).

Informally, all standard sets are internal.

(B2) (V*)(V£) (x e 1 - • íJ(x)). Equivalenti^ (VxXVty) -» <l(x)). The universe of internal
sets is transitive.

(B3) AXIOM OF EMBEDDING (TRANSFER): (VXI ,..., хп)(^(х\,..., xn) «-» <frä(xi,..., xn).

The standard objects have a standard property if and only if they have the corresponding
internalized property. In other words, the universe of internal sets is an elementary exten-
sion of the universe of standard sets.

For example, the standard relation of set inclusion (for standard sets in their standard
elements) is equivalent to its extended counterpart (internalization), namely

for all internal sets A and B,ACß В if and only if for all internal x,x(EA —>x€Ei?,

(B4) AXIOM SCHEMA FOR SATURATION (IDEALIZATION OF ENLARGEMENT):

(VXI , ...,xn)(VA) [(Va) (а С А л a finite -»

(ЗЬУУх E a)^(x, Ь,А, хг,..., *„)) —

(3ß)(Vx e А) фа (х, ß, A, xi,..., хп)].

In other words, for any standard property ф5, if A is a standard set, and if for standard finite

a QA there is a standard у such that ф(;е, у) holds simultaneously for all standard x (E a, then

there is an internal у such that фа (x, y) holds simultaneously for all standard x £ a .
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Informally, this postulate is intended to have as many ideal elements available as pos-
sible, provided that mutual consistency is available. The saturation principle of [Nelson
1977] is (B4). One can prove the following propositions as direct consequences of the
saturation principle.

PROPOSITION 1: Every standard infinite set has nonstandard elements.

PROPOSITION 2: For every standard set A there is an internal finite set O.E. A containing all

standard elements of A.

(B4) is weaker than Nelson's idealization axiom. However, there is a stronger version of

(B4) as follows.

NOTATION: An external set A has standard size, Ss(A), if there is a standard set A and a

function / such that x E A if and only if x = f(x) for some JC E A.

(B4+) (VTII ,...,Ti/i)(VASs(A)) [ ( V U ) ( Û Ç A A Û finite

(3ß)(V| £ aW (I, ß, А, Л 1,. . . ,

In other words, for any standard property ф, if A is a set of standard size and all elements of

which are internal, and if for every external finite a QA there is an internal у such that фа (JC,

y) holds simultaneously for all xEa, then there is an internal у such that фа (JC, y) holds

simultaneously for all JC E A.

As compared to saturation principle of [Nelson 1977], B4 is stronger because here ф

may have internal parameters as well.

(CO) AXIOM OF TRANSFER (STANDARDIZATION): (YA)(3A*)(VJC)(JC E A* *•» x G A).

Informally, for every external set A there is a standard set A* = {JC E A | S(x)}, the standard

kernel of A, having the same standard elements as A. This axiom is often referred to as the

principle of standardization in literature of nonstandard analysis. This is a strengthened

form of Nelson's standardization axiom. It permits unlimited use of external sets in con-

structing standard sets.

Since A is internal, the noninternal elements of A belong to A*; however, as the axiom of

standardization does not say anything about the nonstandard elements of A, it may happen

that A may have nonstandard elements which may or may not belong to A. Clearly A* = A if

A is standard.

The Axiom of Transfer extends the standard induction principle to the following:
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If Л is a such that

(i)0EA,and
(ii) for all standard natural numbers n, if n E A, then (n + 1) E A,

then A contains all standard natural numbers (i.e., °Ш QA).

ÇA) unless A is standard.But, one cannot conclude

The following propositions are among the characteristic consequences of the Axiom of
Transfer.

An external set is standard finite if and only if it is external finite and all its elements are
standard. The standard natural numbers coincide with the external natural numbers. Stan-
dard algebraic operations on standard natural numbers conicide with the corresponding
external operations. In particular, the Axiom of Transfer implies that all elements of a stan-
dard finite set are standard.

Let us assume the system NS consists of all the previous axioms plus (Cl) the Axiom of
Extensionality, (C2) the Axiom of Pairing, (C3) the Axiom of Union, and (C4) the Axiom
Schema of Comprehension (involving formulas which may contain 'st' and T ) for the ex-
ternal inverse (i.e. without any relativization of quantifiers).

The axioms of ZFC that have been left out are the External Power Set axiom (EP),
External Replacement (ER), External Choice (EC), and External Well-foundedness (EWF).
In order to capture the notion of external sets in full generality, we would not expect EWF
to hold since, for a finite nonstandard ordinal a, {a, a - 1 , ...} is an infinite descending
chain. Thus, in an ideal sense, one would define

NST (NZFC) = NS + EP + ER + EC.

Hrbácek has shown:

(a) NS + ER + EP is inconsistent.
(b) NS + ER + EC is inconsistent.

The reason for these inconsistencies is the unlimited use of the standardization axiom which
standardizes very large sets. The standard set of (standard and nonstandard) natural num-
bers must be larger than °A for standard A because, due to the enlargement axiom, for
standard A there is an internal В such that A 2 В 2 °A and В is formally finite, i.e., there is
an internal injection from В to the standard set of natural numbers. In 1ST, this problem
does not arise since the comparison holds with only internal sets. In the full theory of exter-
nal sets, arbitrarily large standard ordinals can be obtained, which in turn gives rise, via
strong standardization, to the set of all ordinals, a contradiction.
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We must emphasize that although any formula ф of ZFC is also a formula of NZFC, the

semantics are different simply because the ranges of quantified variables are different (stan-

dard and external entities respectively). Thus, any concept (relation, constant, operation)

defined in ZFC by a formula ф may have three distinct formulations in NZFC: the standard

analogue, denoted by ф^; the internal one, denoted by фа; and external one denoted by фе.

Quite importantly, for developing a variety of NZFC, one must make use of the semantic

fact that, for a formula ф 5 of NZFC to have the same meaning as a given formula ф of ZFC,
all the quantifiers in ф have to be relativized to S, i.e., we must replace (Vx)... by (Vx)(S(x)

-* ... ) and (3x)... by (3x)(S(x) л ...). In neither [Hrbácek 1976] nor [Hrbáöek 1979] can
strong set-theoretic arguments be consistently conducted. For example, for defining the
external cumulative hierarchy, one needs EP to generate each new level and EC and ER to
justify transfinite recursion. It is our opinion that, were it not for the one fact that Hrbacek's
system distinguishes objects of the universe of discourse in a more encompassing way than
does Nelson's system, it would not be more powerful than Nelson's system.

2. 3. Kawai's Axiomatics for Nonstandard Set Theory. A variant of NZFC, similar to
Hrbacek's, has been proposed in [Kawai 1979; 1980; 1983]. Kawai's systems like Hrbacek's,
deal with external, standard and internal objects, and hence can be understood as an exten-
sion of Nelson's system. In fact, [Kawai 1983] is the final version which includes the cen-
tral idea of [Kawai 1979; 1980]. Kawai's WNST (Weak-NST) corresponds to a compre-
hensive enlargement or a countably saturated enlargement in the model-theoretic approach.
A stronger version, symbolized by NST, corresponds to a saturated model and has all the
axioms of ZFC in the universe of external sets except the Axiom of Regularity or Well-
foundedness (ZF 3), which is replaced by an axiom in a restricted form:

(VJC)[A*0 Л А П / = 0 - * 3xGA(xDA = 0)] ,

where / is constant symbol which stands for an specified external set An external object

belonging to /is called internal. Kawai's system is more comprehensive than Hrbacek's in

the respect that the former contains both the axioms of power set and replacement compat-

ibly whereas Hrbacek's does not. Kawai's system escapes the inconsistency arguments found

in Hrbacek's sustem by weakening the standardization so that very large sets, such as the

one in Hrbacek's theory, cannot be standardised. Kawai's system uses stronger idealiza-

tion. It formalizes saturation with respect to not only the standard universe 5, but to any S-

sized external set. However, strong set-theoretic principles do not, as in Hrbacek's system,

work. For example, Kawai's system does not always allow us to gather only standard ele-

ments of a given external set into a standard set containing only those standard elements.

Further, in Kawai's system, because the standard and internal universes are themselves

external sets, the intuition guiding "the limitation of size" theory of sets gets disrupted; the

criterion which would determine a collection as being a set becomes wild. In the end, Kawai
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describes an axiom system from the usual viewpoints and calls it UNST. Every set which

UNST deals with is called an external set. The specific external sets are denoted by con-

stants U, I and *. An external set belonging to U(I) is called a usual (internal) set. Intu-

itively, U can be identified with the universe of ZFC. If ф is a formula of ZFC, then ф^гевр.

ф̂ , ф^ ) denotes the formula obtained by replacing all variables of ф by variables ranging

over usual (resp. internal, external) sets.

The axioms of UNST are the following, Ul through U9:

(Ul) If § is an axiom of ZFC, then ф^ is an axiom o/UNST.

(U2) If ф is any axiom of ZFC except the Axiom of Regularity, then ф^ is an axiom of

UNST.

(U3) (AXIOM OF REGULARITY IN RESTRICTED FORM): (VA) [A* О л А П / = 0 -»

= 0)].

(U4) * : U -> /. (* is a mapping of U into /.)

(U5) Taking the symbol a* to be used for (a)*, a

VA VB(AEB л BEI -*

(U6 ) (TRANSFER PRINCIPLE): VJCX ,... ,xnEU [$u(xi,..., xn) s фС/(д£ ..., x*)]

(U7)VAVB(AGBABGU -^А

(U8) VAYB (A C B A £ G Í / ^ A

DEFINITION: D is U-size s 3F (F: Î7 -* D(Onto))-

(U9 ) (AXIOM SCHEMA OF SATURATION): Let ф(а, Ь, x i , ..., xn) be a formula of ZFC, all of

whose free variables are among a, b, x\,..., xn. Then

VD (D is i/-size) V*i, ...,xn G /[Vrf S I (dis external finite л d С £> - •
ЗЬ e / V a e ¿ <|/ (a, b, xb ..., х„)] -» 3ß G / V A G £> П / <J/ (A,В, хъ ..., xn)].

Here A, B, C,..., a, b, c,... denote variables ranging over external sets.

An immediate consequence is the existence of a unique external set S such that
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An external set belonging to S is called standard. One of the pleasing features of UNST
is that it is equivalent to NST and in particular, if tyu is a theorem of UNST then ty is a
theorem of ZFC, a conservation result.

Recently Kinoshita [Kinoshita 1987] has proposed a refinement in Kawai's UNST, which
he calls *NST. He understands that the set U of all usual sets need not be a model of ZFC,
but, similarly to Hrbácek's system, may be a model of ZFC without the Axiom of Replace-
ment (which is sometimes known as ZC or ZFC-), and within it all of modern mathematics
can be developed. The basic symbols of the language of *NST are G (the usual member-
ship), / ( " x € / " means thatx is an internal set), and *. It takes "sets" for "external sets" and
defines external set as noninternal set. We find that it resembles [Robinson 1966] in speci-
fying objects.

The axioms of *NST are the following:

AXIOM 1. The axioms of ZFC- are the formulée of *NST.
AXIOM 2. (Nonstandard analysis):

(a) The set I is transitive : x G / -» xQL

(b) There exists a limit ordinal !• > co such that *:

Let U = R (§), which is a transitive model of ZC.
(c) (TRANSFER PRINCIPLE): §U (X\ ,..., xn) *

(d) (SATURATION PRINCIPLE): Let ty(x,X, w\,..., wn) be a formula in ZFC, w\,..., wn be in
I, and S be a set of U—size, contained in I. Then

VF : finite С S 3x G / VX G F <К (х, X, wh..., wn) -* 3x G / VX G 5 tf (x, X, wh..., wn).

AXIOM 3. Foundation overl is equivalent to the restricted form of the Axiom of Regularity:
А ХП1 = X has an E-minimal element.

2.4. Fletcher's Stratified Nonstandard Set Theory (SNST). The idea of [Fletcher 1989]
is not to use unlimited idealization but only sufficient (up to a given cardinality) idealiza-
tion, and in this sense it could be regarded as a refinement of Hrbácek-Kawai NST, or as a
formalization of the Robinson-Zakon method of the hierarchy M of models to suit all cir-
cumstances.

DEFINITION: An elementary extension / of 5 (a model for the standard universe) satisfies к-

idealization with reaped to S if and only if, for every relation R(x, y) of / such that [R П S |

s к and for all finite sets {a\,..., an} С dom(R П 5), (3y G I)R(ah у) л ... л R(an, y) G

dom(i?nS)(Ä(a,;yo))-
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Define /K for each cardinal к by IQ = S, IK = elementary extension of the direct limit of

{I\ | X < к} satisfying K-idealization with respect to /<> If we take S = У (the universe of

sets), each IK is a class with an E-relation. Thus we would interpret "standard" to mean "in

S" and "internal" to mean in "/K". To accommodate external sets we could build up a set-

theoretic superstructure EK on each /K as follows. EK is the direct limit of {ЕКУ\ ordinal y},

where EK° is /K. Thus we would interpret "external" to mean "in EK". We can choose to

work in the structure M = {s, IK's EK's}, and ignore the full universe / and E of internal and

external sets respectively, as a way to observe the theoretical limitation on size of sets. For

relativization, define quantifiers VK, 3 K relativized to /K, and V e x t ' K and 3 e x t>K relativised

to EK. Thus, Vs* and 3 s* are replaced by Vo and 3° (or without superscript 0), V7 and 3 / are

replaced by VK and 3K, and V^ and 3P are replaced by V e x t ' K and 3 e x t ' K respectively.

Consequently, the size of a monad depends on cardinal к.

The axioms of the formal system SNST are:

(1) All of the axioms o/ZFC {implicitly relativized to 5).

(2) (/« £ /ß for a <. ß) VaVß ( a s ß ^ Va* 3ßv x = у).

(3) (Ea £ Eß for a s ß) VaVß ( a s ß ^ Vext>ax 3ext,ßy x = y).

= y.(4) (/« £ Ea

(5) VaV e x t ' ax (3«и> x = w v VßVext>ßy E x 3 e x t ' az y = z). (The strictly external part of

Ea is transitive).

Hence, any external set belongs either to some Ea° (= / a ) or some E^ with y > 0 (in which
case it is built up from elements of Ea). Here Ia is not transitive.

(6) VaVßVaxVext 'ßy Gx 3ext>ay E x 3ßz y = z. (The internal universe is transitive.)

(7) (TRANSFER): VaVß ( a s ß ^ V«;q ,..., V«x„ ф«(х!,..., xn)

standard formula ф whose free variables are x\,..., xn.

,..., xn))for any

(8) (IDEALIZTION): VaVaÄ (R is a binary relation and 3/Д°сх) = °R ) -• [CiA finite (А) л А

£ dom(Ä) -» 3«bVa E A iî(û, b)) -* 3ab\fa E dom(i?) R(a, b))].

It says that / a satisfies a—idealization with respect to 5.

(9) (STANDARDIZATION): VaVext>«X 37 Vz (z E X ** z E У).
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(10) VaVe x t>a,/or each axiom ф of ZFC in the language o/SNST.

That is, instances of the replacement and comprehension schemata using nonstandard

formulae are permitted; however, the axiom of regularity is replaced by its restricted form,

as in Kawai's systems.

The justification for SNST is the following theorem:

THEOREM: SNST is conservative over ZFC.

That is, for every standard formula ф, SNST I!—ф if and only if ZFC Ih" ф.

PROOF. ZFC II— ф —* SNST lh~ ф follows from (1).

Proof of the converse needs a bit of manipulation in relativizing the argument to the

structure M.

SNST 11— ф implies % , . . . , tyn II— ф for some SNST axioms % , . . . , г|)л; and clearly,

due to relativization toM, ZFC II— ipS(iW,i),..., T|>S(M,W) , so we have ZFC II— ф^, i.e.

ZFC II— §st (since all quantifiiers in ф are standard). Hence ZFC II— ф.

A number of studies would be required for establishing a relation between NST and

alternative set theory (AST), insofar as the latter is considered to be an axiomatization of

nonstandard methods, particularly, by way of allowing the construction of ultrafilters with

special properties i.e., constructing various types of automorphisms and endomorphisms.

However, because all of these set-theoretic approaches use considerable mathematical so-

phistication, a possible alternative would be to introduce some restricted form of infinitesi-

mal analysis not depending on explicit use of the transfer principle.
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